Abstract It is quite common to model speech as the sum of a number of exponentially damped sinusoids. An example of where this is important is in the estimation and tracking of the formants of the speech. Typically, parametric spectrum analysis methods are used to estimate the parameters of the decaying sinusoids (or modes) Prony's method, Burg's method, and Pisarenko's method are some of the methods employed.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
There are some distinct advantages to using Fourier methods rather than Prony's method for estimating the parameters of the modes. Fourier methods are 1) known to be robust to noise, 2) able to be implemented efficiently due to the availability of the Fast Fourier transform (FFT), and 3) not as susceptible to problems with model mismatches, as is Prony's method.
A disadvantage, however, is the fact that conventional Fourier methods cannot resolve modes that are closer than x 1/(NT) Hz apart in frequency, where N is the number of samples and T is the sampling interval. While this is often portrayed to be a major problem, it is becoming potentially less significant, due to the availability of analog to digital converters which can sample at extremely high rates (in excess of lGhz for 8 bit converters!). If high sampling rate converters are used, N can be made almost arbitrarily high, and the likelihood of resolution problems reduces dramatically. The increased sampling rate also brings with it the potential for greatly improved noise performance.
A method for determining the parameters of a damped oscillating mode was given in [2] . It relies on using a sliding window applied at two different starting points in the signal. The Fourier transform is applied to the two windows of the signal, and from these two transforms, the parameters can Ibe estimated. The formulae given in [l] for determining the parameters, however, assume that the windows are "rectangular". One of the consequences of using these windows is an unnecessary complication in the parameter estimation algorithm;-the length of the sliding windows cannot be set arbitrarily. The length can only have certain discrete values which depend on the: frequency of the mode being analysed. This paper will show that if %moothy' windows are used, the length of the windows can be set to any value.
Since these smooth windows enable a relaxation of window length restrictions, they pave the way for procedures to either optimise performance in noise, or to more effectively resolve multiple modes.
The derivation of the new parameter estimation formulae is outlined in Section 2. Section 3 deals with optimising the length of the sliding window so as to ensure that noise performance is optimised. Section 4 discusses how the window length should be modified in order to ensure that mu1ti;ple modes can be properly resolved. Simulations are provided in Section 5.
ESTIMATING THE MODAL PARAMlETERS
Consider the noiseless real :signal, z(n), corresponding to a single oscillating mode which arises after a system disturbance. Assume that it can be modelled by:
where A is the amplitude, W O is the angular frequency, is the phase, and U is the damping factor. The sampling rate is assumed without loss of generality to be unity. Equation (1) can be re-written as: z(n) = .5Aej('"On+#)eun + .5Ae-j(WO"-Q)eQn n = O , ..., N -1. (2) with the .5Aej (, ean terms being referred to as the positive and negative frequency components respectively. Now the Fourier representation of the positive frequency component ((runs into" or "interferes" with the Fourier representation of the negative frequency component. The interference is especially severe for modes which are heavily damped and low in frequency. Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon for a signal which has a w~ value of ~/ 1 0 radians/sec., and a CT value of -0.03 sec-l. Figure  l(a) shows the individual spectra of the positive and negative frequency components. Significant overlap is seen. The composite spectrum is seen in figure l(b).
This interference complicates the parameter estimation problem. If the interference could be eliminated, by say performing the analysis of the mode on only the positive frequency component, then significant simplifications could be achieved. is a problem which is fraught with numerical difficulties. Fortunately, for the purposes of parameter estimation, one can achieve equivalent performance by using the real signal, z(n), and a pair of smooth windows rather than rectangular ones.
The effect of the smooth windows is to cause the positive and negative frequency components to be very localised in the Fourier domain. The positive and negative frequency bands are then constrained t o very narrow regions, and as such, do not interfere.
[2] derives parameter estimation equations assuming that the real signal is used with a smooth pair of sliding windows. The equations for estimation based on the use of smooth windows are:
where Fnl(w) is the Fourier transform of the windowed discrete-time signal, with the (arbitrary length) window, w ( n ) , starting at time, n1 and ending at nl + N,, + 1.
(4)
where n1 and 122 are the two different times at which the two analysing windows are applied.
is given by:
One practical issue needs to be mentioned in implementing the windowing. The spectral separation of the positive and negative components which is sought through the use of smooth windowing will not be effective if the modal frequency is less than a couple of multiples of l / ( N T ) from 0 H z . In this case, the spectra of the positive and negative frequency components will overlap with one another. Whether or not this is occurring can easily be checked before commencing processing, and if necessary, an alternative technique such as Prony's method can be used. In practice, the signal will be embedded in noise, and so the signal model must be adjusted to:
where ~( n ) is assumed to be white Gaussian noise of power, q2. Equations (3), (4) and (5) are used as the basis for estimating the parameters in the noisy signal case. In the noisy signal case, however, the values which are determined are "estimates" of the true quantities. The estimator equations are: with the windowings starting respectively at nl and n2. Note that although the ratio, F~a(w~)/Fnl(w~) in (4) is real, it is possibly complex in (9)) due to the presence of noise. Thus, the real part of the ratio is used in practice.
Note also that the above equations are not the statistically optimal formulae for estimating the parameters, but they are computationally simple. The statistically optimal parameter estimation procedure requires a multidimensional search which is much more computationally intensive [3].
OPTIMISATION OF THE WINDOW LENGTH
This section considers optimisation of the window length to enhance noise performance for any given mode.
The optimal window length is derived in [2] for the case where the two windows are adjacent and of equal length (i.e. Ng = Ifw). It is assumed without loss of generality that the first window has its starting point applied at n = 0 (i.e. n1 = 0 and n2 = N,,,). The optimisation is done so as to yield the minimum meansquare error estimate of g, this parameter often being the most crucial to estimate in practice. The formula found for the optimal window length, based on the assumption of unit sampling frequency, and under high signal to noise ratio conditions, is:
For a sampling frequency of f$, the optimal length is given by:
Note that (12) has meaning only for negatively damped modes. For positively damped modes, the optimal window length is infinite. Note also that (11) indicates that the optimal window length can be obtained very simply as long as the damping factor is known. Since this is one of the parameters to be estimated it will not be known a priori, but can be estimated via a preliminary analysis with a pair of arbitrary length windows. The recommended procedure for parameter estimation with a single mode is as fidlows:
Step 1: Take an FFT of the data and determine the frequency of the mode by extracting the peak in the frequency domain (See (3) ). The FFT length should be relatively long (i.e. it should cover most of the data) to give a reasonable estimate of W O in noise.
Step 2: To a pair of arbitrary length smooth windows, apply FFTs and use (3), (4) and (5) to determine preliminary estimates for the damping factor and complex amplitude parameters for the mode.
Step 3: Use (12) to determine the (near) optimal window length for the mode. Then recalculate the damping factor and complex amplitude parameters via (4) and ( 5 ) . (FFTs do not need to be re-calculated; the frequency domain values only need to be calculated at 20, requiring order N,,,,,, 'operations).
EXTENSION T O MULTIPLE MODES
The techniques presented for single modes are readily extendable to multiple modes. When multiple modes are present, their frequency contributions will not interfere substantially, providing that smooth windows are used and that the frequencies are adequately resolved. In practice, this means the modal frequencies must be separated by more than about 4 times 1/ ( N,,,T) . The precise separation required will depend on the window type. If say, a Hanning window is used, 4 / ( N w T ) would be adequate. If Hammingwindows are used, 8 / ( N w T ) is necessary. For any given example, a simple way to ensure that this resolution is available is to re-estimate the Fourier transform based on the modal parameters which h,ave been estimated. i.e. the following estimate is formed: and Fnl(w) has the form of white noise, then one can conclude that there are no resolution problems. If not another technique will need to be used.
SIMULATIONS
Simulations have been performed to illustrate the validity of the above analysis and the results are shown in Figure 2 . The signal model was as in eqn. (7), with W O = n/2 radlsec, N = 1024, a = -0.03 sec-l, and A = 1. The noise power level was 1/1000. 2000 simulations were run with the mean square error in the damping factor being plotted in Figure 3 as a function of window length. The error is seen to have a (broad) minimum in the vicinity of the value of 42.5 predicted from the optimal length formula in (12).
Simulations were also performed to illustrate the effectiveness of the method for processing multiple modes. The simulation example contains two modes whose frequencies are separated sufficently to not interfere, and which have different damping factors and amplitudes. The signal is specified by:
Figure 3(a) shows the spectrum of the signal after being windowed by a rectangular window, while Figure  3 (b) shows the spectrum of the signal which has been windowed with a Kaiser window. The two different modes in Figure 3 (b) are clearly separated.
CONCLUSIONS
A new Fourier based algorithm for estimating the parameters of a damped oscillating mode has been presented. It uses a pair of smooth sliding windows which are disjoint in time, with the window lengths being chosen so as to either optimise noise performance or resolvability of the modes. A theoretical analysis has been presented and simulations have verified the effectivenness of the theoretical results. The technique is well suited to analysis of multiple modes, as long as some basic conditions for resolution are met.
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